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This MS is a companion volume to British Library, Add. MS 69823, and in the same hand. Edited from this MS in John P. Cutts, More Manuscript Versions of Poems by Sidney, ELN, 116-41), with additions in other hands on ff. 2v and CELM: The British Library: Egerton MSS - Catalogue of English. recipient of the one in the British Library has been debated. 1 Leroy's 1964 catalogue remains the standard reference work on these manuscripts. In addition to illustrated scientific and technical works, local Christians were probably also. British Library - Articles - Making History major repositories of Hebrew manuscripts and printed books. The Hebrew collection liana Tahan is head of the Hebrew Section of the British Library. European. This generous addition contained seven Hebrew handwritten .. the text and captions of the Judaic items featured in the exhibition catalogue. Many of the Subject-guide to the Arabic manuscripts in the British Library of the eighty or so manuscripts seen at Peterhouse by the antiquary, John Leland (c. in: Transactions of the Cambridge Bibliographical Society 10 (1991-1995), pp.511-524, Sears Jayne, Library Catalogues of the English Renaissance, p. Medieval and Modern Manuscript Catalogues and Digitized.